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The first feature of the 2018 Budget is the allocation of $100 million to the America’s
Cup. The politics of this are not hard to understand, but the myth of prioritising within an
economically-binding fiscal constraint is exploded. Explicitly prioritising the America’s Cup
above mental health and Maori development leaves no space for any argument that there is
“not enough money” to boost these areas of need. The revealed truth is that the constraints on
fiscal policy are political, with no basis in objective economic scarcity: the resources are
there, but the political will to capture and deploy them with a ruthlessly Rawlsian focus on
the disadvantaged is not. The 20%-of-GDP debt target and 30%-of-GDP spending target
reflect just a need to appease the ideological obsessions of a “business community” and
“middle New Zealand” still wedded to the low-tax-small-government neoliberal mindset.
The second feature of the Budget speech and commentary is a failure to connect the fiscal
stance to the macroeconomic context within which fiscal policy operates. The dominant
neoliberal narrative over recent decades has portrayed government as a household whose
primary goal is to balance its books, regardless of any effect it may have on the economy as a
whole. That links to the further neoliberal proposition that fiscal policy is powerless, leaving
monetary policy (operated by an independent inflation-targeting central bank) as the sole
means of stabilising the macro-economy.

When Jacinda Ardern equates fiscal surpluses with a “strong economy” she is not just making
a token sacrifice at the neoliberal shrine. She is explicitly rejecting the older insights of the
Keynesian approach to fiscal policy that the Labour Party owned until 1984. Without that
intellectual heritage to draw on, the current generation of Labour politicians struggle to
explain exactly how their fiscal strategy translates to economic strength for the nation – as
distinct from a strong Government balance sheet, or the business community’s collective ego
and rents.
New Zealand is an open economy which runs a persistent deficit on the current account of its
balance of payments, and which has a correspondingly weak national balance sheet. The
counterpart to the Government’s surpluses is private sector deficits that become liabilities on
household balance sheets.
I have lifted the following diagram and charts from a speech last year by the Reserve Bank’s
Geoff Bascand. Here is the relationship between current balance-of-payments flows and the
country’s aggregated balance sheet position – its Net Foreign Liabilities (NFL):

This says that except when something big (such as Christchurch earthquake reinsurance)
happens in the “capital account”), a persistent current-account deficit increases in the
country’s Net Foreign Liabilities (NFL). These come in two forms: overseas ownership of
productive assets in the economy, resulting from foreign direct investment, and debt owed to
overseas lenders. That debt, owed partly by the Government and partly by the private sector,
is the debt that matters for the national economy’s “strength”, and is not to be confused with
the government debt with which the “fiscal responsibility rules” are obsessed.
The economy’s Financial Account measures whether the national balance sheet is getting
better or worse. Here is Bascand’s breakdown of the drivers of that account since 2001,
measured as percentages of Gross Domestic Product:

Here are three big stories. First, the Christchurch earthquake rescued New Zealand from the
aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis (that’s the big capital-account spike in 2011-2012 as
overseas reinsurers paid up). Second, that crisis cut the current account deficit to around 3%
of GDP, where it has stayed for a decade since 2008. Third, the Financial Account’s errors
and omissions suggest that the current account is a more reliable guide to changes in the
country’s balance sheet. (Bascand (p. 8) acknowledges the risk that net errors and omissions
may “reflect an inflow of non-resident funding not captured in the financial account, which
would imply a larger NFL position than current data suggest”.)
Bascand’s breakdown of the current account by sector shows how fiscal policy has
contributed to financing the deficit:

Sectoral contributions to the current account (March year, share of GDP)

My story here (not Bascand’s, please note) runs as follows. In the early 1990s the
Government’ fire sale of state assets to pay off debt was the prime driver of the financial
inflow (increased NFL) corresponding to the current account deficit around 1991-4.
Government then proceeded to pay down its foreign debt from domestic sources in the late
1990s while the private sector borrowed heavily, contributing the financial counterpart to the
current-account deficit. After 2000 the Government’s offshore debt-reduction resumed, while
another surge of household borrowing (organised and pushed along by the banks) secured
offshore financing for the current account deficit as it worsened to 7% of GDP. Then came
the 2008 crisis: the household sector virtually disappears from the chart for four years, while
Government did the borrowing. Then the quest for fiscal surpluses resumed and household
borrowing once more became the prime contributor to the current account deficit.
An equation familiar to my former students in macroeconomics is:
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This says that if the Government runs a fiscal surplus (with tax revenue T greater than
spending G), and if there is a current account deficit (with exports of goods and services X
less than imports M), then the private sector must have a negative financial balance – that is,
the private sector must be running up its liabilities. If the Government changes its fiscal
stance from deficit to surplus, the only way to avoid the private sector moving into deficit
would be for the fiscal change to bring about a strengthening of the current
account. Consider the mirror-image paths in this chart:

There is no sign at any stage in the past three decades that a tightening of fiscal policy has
improved the balance of payments current account. The impression is rather that the
economy’s propensity to run a 3%-of-GDP current deficit is baked-in. Labour’s
determination to run fiscal surpluses has to mean rising household indebtedness – every
dollar of debt paid down by the Government must be replaced by a dollar of additional
private debt, unless it is accompanied by an improvement in the current account sufficient to
reverse the annual buildup of total debt.
All of this matters because private debt becomes toxic beyond a certain level. One big lesson
US economists are drawing from the Global Financial Crisis is that excessive household debt,
underwritten by booming house prices and encouraged by deregulated banks, was the crucial
factor in explaining the long and deep recession that followed the collapse of the housing
boom in the US economy.[1] New Zealand’s households carry mortgage-debt liabilities
sufficient to trigger a big drop in consumption, and hence in GDP, if house prices drop or
interest rates rise. The “fiscal responsibility rules” increase this risk.

[1] A. Mian and A. Sufi. (2014). House of Debt: How they (and you) caused the Great
Recession, and how we can prevent it from happening again. University of Chicago Press.
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